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Abstract:

Simulations have become a great tool for research in the natural sciences. However their 
potential has not been reached in the social sciences. This is in part due to the difficulty in simulating 
human decision making. Recent advances in neo-classical decision making have defined specific 
differences between the decision making capabilities of rational agents and humans as well as 
speculations into the cause. Presented in later sections is a proposition for the formalization of a model 
for simulating human decision making as well as a method for verifying the method.  

The flip-side of the social simulation coin requires an examination of systemic pressures and 
conditions that affect individual agents.  In order to formally model such systemic factors, various 
social metrics must be devised.  Specifically, we will go on to examine the issue of simulated social 
influence.   The trouble with metrics that seek to approximate influence across a network is that such 
metrics are potentially two-sided: agent a might have a high degree of potential influence which a does 
not actually use.  Both of these metrics can be interesting and useful.

Introduction

Currently most research into agent decision-making has been performed with the goal of 
creating an agent who acts rationally. Many advances in this field have been made, and these have led 
to many practical applications. However, human beings do not always make rational decisions, 
therefore these agents cannot reproduce human decision making. 

The ability to simulate human behavior on the small and large scales would be very 
advantageous to researchers in Economics, Biology, Psychology, Sociology and more. Simulations 
have become a powerful tool to researchers in chemistry and physics and other natural sciences where 
the interactions are well defined. Unfortunately, the interactions among people are not well defined and 
are often unpredictable. This is where neo-classical decision theory becomes very useful. If human 
decision-making can be simulated then researchers in all the social and biological sciences can be given 
virtual laboratories from which they can experience the same benefits received by the natural sciences. 
Such a framework for modeling human behavior needs to reproduce both their internal decision making 
as well as their social interactions. This is certainly not an easy task; indeed, entire fields have been 
founded for researching both of these questions. 



The applications of human behavioral simulations could be applied to investigate social 
phenomenas and to make predictions about how people will act in complex situations – especially 
when the forces that affect social interactions have been rigorously formalized. These simulations could 
also be used to investigate emergency evacuation plans, or for military purposes where analysts can test 
various strategies in a safe environment.  Simulations can also be used 1) for entertainment purposes 
(as in various simulated based video games), or  2) for marketing purposes that investigate the 
propagation of word-of-mouth advertisements, or 3) for epidemiological research that investigates the 
prorogation of disease across various social vectors.  For these simulation domains, fruitful methods of 
analysis can be derived if the problem of locating the system's most influential agents can be solved.

Discovering the particular agent who has the maximum potential influence reveals an efficient 
conduit for distributing information to the rest of the network.  And discovering the agent with the 
highest actual influence provides a way of mapping emergent social hierarchies within a social 
network.  In the model that we will be developing, we can directly measure  potential influence 
according to any metric or series of metrics that we choose to use (i.e. trust, intimidation, etc.); 
however it is more difficult to measure actual influence, which depends largely upon four things 1) the 
idea being communicated, 2) the inner state of the agent that originates the communication, 3) the inner 
state of the agent that receives the communication, and 4) the result of the latter agent adopting the idea 
that the former agent originates.  We will more closely examine the distinction between potential 
influence and actual influence in later sections.

Related Work:

The psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky have performed a great deal of work in 
non-classical decision theory. Their development of prospect theory provided a model for decisions 
where the outcomes are uncertain but the probabilities are known [10]. They showed that classical 
decision theory could not always accurately reproduce human behaviors. Kahneman and Tversky noted 
two cases where a persons attitude towards risk played a significant role in how they acted  [11]. The 
first is when the small probability of success far outweighs the statistical expected value of that 
outcome. Their second observation  centered around when people have to decide between a sure loss 
and a substantial probability of a much larger loss [10]. To explain these phenomena together, they 
conceived  the notions that losses loom larger than gains, where individuals are more focused on 
changes in their utility states than the states themselves and estimation of subjective probabilities is 
severely biased by anchoring [9, 11]. While it had been well known before Kahneman and Tversky that 
humans were not perfectly rational decision makers, their work clearly illustrated where, when, and 
how humans departed from rationality [11].

Learning models play an important role in modeling human-decision making, especially 
unsupervised reinforcement learning (for example Q-Learning.) For a description of Q-Learning and 
other reinforcement learning algorithms see [12]. Unsupervised Reinforcement learning algorithms 
have been shown to reproduce human behavior, however they do not incorporate the ideas of framing, 
anchoring and accessibility. Such a learning model is therefore much less able to adapt to a changing 
environment.

Learning in a changing environment requires that agents are able to judge the level of similarity 
between various environmental states. This means such an agent will have to use a form of pattern 
recognition. Pattern recognition is a subfield of Machine learning where information from the 
environment is used in conjunction with prior knowledge to infer further information about the 
environment or the state an agent is in. For a detailed description of Pattern Recognition see [13].

Existing decision process models include Markov Decision Processes, and Partially Observable 
Decision Processes. Both of these models view the environment as a set of states. At each state the 
agent is presented with a set of actions that they can perform. Each action will transition the agent to 



one of a subset of states with a probability. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes differ in 
that they assume the agent has bounded rationality and does not know what state he is in. The agent 
must developed beliefs for what state they may be in by observing the environment and remembering 
beliefs about past states and actions the agent has performed. For a further description of Markov 
Decision Processes and Partially Observable Markoc Desicion Prosseses see [14].

Economists have used Game Theory as a tool to mathematically model human behavior. 
However, in Game Theory it is assumed that people always act rationally. The study of Game Theory 
began in 1994 with the book “Theory of Game and Economic Behavior” by John von Neuman and 
Oskar Morgenstern [3]. Since then, many different types and classes of games have been developed and 
studied. Examples of such games include, “Prisoners Dilema” [4], “Public Goods Game” and the 
“Travelers Dilema” and the “Bargaining Game” [2]. The Bargaining game and it's extensions present a 
situation in which an amount of money must be divided between two people. One-person chooses a 
division and the other is allowed to accept the division or not. An equilibrium point exists in this game, 
though its value depends on the number of iterations played and the specifics of the amount. Guth 
presents a survey of Ultimatum Bargaining Games and results of the game played with human subjects 
[2]. In this survey Guth provides us with variations of the Bargaining Game. One of the most common 
variations of the Bargaining Game is the Ultimatum Game. Here the game is played with only one 
iteration. Results from multiple experiments show that human players rarely choose the equilibrium 
quantity [1, 2]. 

Research into the validation of simulating human like behaviors include [5, 6, 7]. Axelrod has 
stated validation as critical in agent-based simulation [8]. Methods of validation include: 1) theoretical 
verification where a model is deemed accurate on the by a experts of the situation. 2) External 
verification where results from simulations are matched with results of the real world, 3) Cross – 
Model verification where a model is either mapped onto an existing verified model or extended upon 
[5]. Other research into simulating human-like decision making and social behavior have used the 
bargaining game as a test domain [6, 7]. 

We now introduce several key works that deal with a more more macro-level social perspective 
than the works we have previously been examining.  There have been many forays into the world of 
social simulation in the past – many presenting very robust and successful models for the interaction of 
untrusting autonomous agents.  None, however, have addressed our particular needs fully.  In this 
section, we will discuss previously determined models and why expansion is necessary.

In Cooperation Of Nodes: Fairness In Dynamic Ad-hoc Networks, Sonja Buchegger and Jean-
Yves Le Boudec introduce a mechanism in which the entire trust system is abstracted to a higher 
monitor who observes the entire system and will then decide when an agent enacts enough negative 
actions at which point to 'blacklist' certain agents as malicious.  This approach is inefficient and 
unrealistic for a simulation which aims to mimic human interaction –  it presents a single centralized 
well of trust and decision making, rather than allowing each individual within the system to decide 
whether or not to trust another for itself.  

The paper PeerTrust: Supporting Reputation-Based Trust for Peer-to-Peer Electronic  
Communities, written by Li Xiong, Ling Liu, explores a trust metric via a feedback system in which a 
user u's trust is defined, simply, as the ratio of cumulative weighted satisfaction u receives to the total 
number of interactions that u has within the system. They give another approximation for trust as one 
minus the ratio of trustworthy complaints filed against u to the total number of interactions u has taken 
place in.  Some problems exist with this system, however.  Namely that a minimum number of 
interactions are required before either approximation becomes accurate, thus posing a severe 
disadvantage for newly admitted users.  It also uses a users trust as a weight – making more trusted 
individuals have a greater influence on others; it is not always the case that a more trusted individual 
will give more reliable information.  PeerTrust does not take into account the dynamic nature of trust – 
the idea that trust can change over time, or that an agent can change it's personality or stratagems. 



Finally, it has very little versatility, in that trust is determined through only direct interactions.  
Third, we observe Alfarez Abdul-Rahman and Stephen Hailes proposal of a conditionally 

transitive model of trust in their paper A Distributed Trust Model.  In it, they describe a system in which 
trust can somewhat 'flow' through social networks.  For example, agent A determines how much it will 
trust agent C based on a recommendation from agent B and on how much A trusts B's recommendation. 
This model successfully mimics real world interactions in which humans gradually extend their trust 
network, primarily through either first hand experience or through the recommendation of those already 
in their network – a friend of a friend, for example.  This model fails to take into account the fact that 
even trusted agents can make unreliable recommendations without being malicious in intent.  It also 
does not take into account the considerations of time – the fact that trust can change over time and thus 
must periodically be reevaluated.  

Next we look at the problems and solutions presented primarily by Giorgos Zacharia and Pattie 
Maes; Trust Management Through Reputation Mechanisms and Collaborative Reputation Mechanisms 
in Electronic Marketplaces . These papers introduce Sporas and Histos – two rating mechanisms with 
which human users can determine the trustworthiness of a marketplace dealer.  It is more versatile than 
a simple and straightforward linear numerical representation of reputation in that it attains a maximal 
value at which it can no longer increase and takes into account the fact that not all ratings are equal; 
those coming from a very respected individual would be more useful than those coming from someone 
who is relatively unknown.  However, the architecture takes into account several factors unique to 
human trustworthiness which would be unsuitable for use in a MAS, such as the fact that humans 
would be predisposed to reset their online reputation through channels which autonomous agents would 
not have – obtaining an entirely new persona, for example.  The systems also use reputation as an 
absolute value, relying entirely on other human user intuition to judge how good a reputation is and 
which reputations to actually trust.  The papers never present an idea of an algorithmic way of deciding 
what trust values are acceptable.  

Following, we examine a few of the papers by Sabater and Sierra in which they define a much 
more robust system; Regret: A reputation Model for Gregarious Societies, Social Regret, a Reputation 
Model Based on Social Relations, and  Reputation and Social Network Analysis in Multi-Agent  
Systems.  Sabater and Sierra introduce a metric for determining reputation, and therefore trust, which is 
comprised of many submetrics.  They propose that the absolute best way for determining a target 
agents reputation is through any direct interactions or transactions with the agent, unfortunately, 
however, there will be many times when two agents will not have had past dealings with one another, 
and in some domains interactions are quite scarce period.  To overcome such a problem, they define 
three dimensions of reputation - the individual, social, and ontological.  The individual dimension is 
determined through the results of direct interaction between two agents.  The social is created by 
querying other agents about their opinions and is actually broken down into three subcategories, 
witness – information about the target coming from other agents, neighborhood – information gleaned 
from the social environment of the target agent, and system reputation – a default reputation value 
based on the role of the target and the rules the system provides for defining such roles.  The 
ontological is multifold and it can be likened to the fact that one complex reputation can encapsulate 
many simpler ones or vice versa; many simple reputations could define a more complex one.  For 
example, having a very good reputation as an airline would imply the fact that you also have a high 
reputation for having cheap fares, tasty food, and comfortable seats.  

A solution more versatile than any of the aforementioned is defined by T. Dong Huynh, 
Nicholas R. Jennings and Nigel R. Shadbolt.  In their paper,  FIRE: An Integrated Trust and Reputation 
Model for Open Multi-Agent Systems we are asked to accept that trust is as simple as a measurable 
level of the subjective probability with which an agent a assesses that another agent b will perform a 
particular action, both before a can monitor such action and in a context in which it affects its own 
action.  FIRE also acknowledges that trust is derived both from the individual and societal level. That 



is, agent a's trust of agent b is affected both by a's direct experience with b and the society's observation 
of b's past behavior.   FIRE utilizes in whole the direct trust mechanism previously popularized with 
Regret and combines it with a 'witness' reputation which is further broken down into a direct reputation 
metric – querying your own acquaintances for information about how trustworthy they believe an agent 
to be, and the referral method – if your acquaintances do not have any relevant information about an 
agent, they will instead refer you to the agents they are in contact with whom they believe will be able 
to best fulfill your original request.  In addition, FIRE utilizes a role-based reputation metric which is 
very similar to the system reputation as described in Regret.  Here, we assume the agents have a prior 
or intuitive bias towards or against certain types of agents – not trusting used car salesmen very much, 
but always trusting a police officer, for example.  Finally and in a novel fashion, FIRE introduces 
certified reputation.  Certified reputation is a method an agent can use once all others have been 
exhausted.  In the FIRE system, any time two agents interact, they exchange certificates of performance 
which include a rating for one another.  Later, either agent could present this certificate as evidence of a 
good past performance.  FIRE recognizes that agents, being self serving, will only ever present the 
most positive reviews and will never offer a negative certificate.  It, however, ignores the possibility of 
forging or authenticating certificates.  The ratings determined by each of these components is then 
combined in a weighted mean to get a composite trust value.  While FIRE appears to be quite robust 
and useful for our situation, it makes two absolute glaring assumptions which are quite unrealistic; first, 
that agents will always be willing to exchange information, and second that the information exchanged 
is honest.  

Maximizing the Spread of Influence through a Social Network - Eva Tardos and David Kempe 
and Jon Kleinberg presents an algorithmic way of calculating who in a social network is best to target 
in order to spread influence at a maximal rate and, eventually, homogenize the entire system to an idea 
or strategy.  They assume a social network in which we have a metric for determining how much one 
agent will influence another and then attempt to define the subset of agents who are the most influential 
to the system.  It proposes two general models – the threshold and the cascade models.  The threshold 
model defines the likelihood of an agent being 'influenced' by the number of agents in it's immediate 
spatial neighborhood which have already been influenced.  The cascade model proposes that the more 
often an agents has been queried to be influenced, the more likely it is to eventually give in and 'turn'. 
Unfortunately. these models both reflect something akin to peer pressure more than anything else – 
influencing an agent is dependent upon how many around it have already been influenced and how 
many times it's been asked previously.  Another problem which presents itself is the fact that it is 
assumed that the influential action is all or nothing.  Either an agent is considered 'active,' and therefore 
influenced, or 'inactive' and remains uninfluenced.  For our system, a more incremental approach would 
be necessary.  Strategies are not binary values, and are not simply 'on' or 'off.' 

Problem Definition:

Given the multi-layered nature of social simulations where both micro- and macro-level modes 
of analysis are critical, we will now introduce problems that operate at both the individual and social 
levels of social environments.

Individual-Level Problem 1
One of the problems to be solved is the formalization of a model for human-like decision 

making based upon prospect theory and the ideas of intuition and deliberation that was proposed by 
Kahneman [9]. This method shall incorporate the ideas of “framing” in which they way an agent 
perceives a problem influences how the problem is solved, “anchoring” in which an agents decision is 
highly influenced by what the agent perceives as key characteristics of the problem and lastly 
“accessibility” in which an agent uses pieces of his knowledge base to varying degrees.



Individual-Level Problem 2
Another problem to be solved is the verification of the above method for human decision-

making by external verification [5]. This crucial step provides many other benefits. As well as allow for 
us to say with assurance that our model demonstrates human-like decision making, external verification 
also allows for a quantifiable measurement to the success of the proposed model. Also a measurement 
will allow for the comparisons of other our model with other models as well as a way to provide 
measurements of any improvements we make to the model. Assuming that our model does correctly 
model human like decision-making, verification will assure us that our implementation is correct.

Social-Level Problems

Before defining the social-level problems we plan to investigate, a few terms should be defined:

Simple Potential Influence

Let a and b denote the names of two agents in a multi-agent system.

Let C(a,b) be an ordered list of all communications that a has sent to b or that a could potentially have 
sent to b.

Let ci(a,b) be the ith element of C(a,b).

Assume that b has received messages in the set R(a,b), where 0 ≤ |R(a,b)| ≤ |C(a,b)|
Also, assume that when b receives a message, it is given an immediate choice regarding 

whether or not to accept the message as “true” by modifying its belief space or strategy in accordance 
with the ideological content of the message.  This process of accepting an idea shall be referred to as 
“adoption.”  The set of all messages that b has adopted is A(a,b), where A(a,b)  ⊆ R(a,b)  C(a,b).⊆

“Ideological content” can be defined as any proposition or set of propositions that has the 
potential to alter the internal state of a message-receiving agent in some measurable way.  Naturally, 
communication between agents will differ from implementation to implementation; however, we 
assume that our proposed domain (SugarScape) will share many similarities with other domains.  The 
ideological content of a message sent from a to b in our SugarScape simulation will contain strategies 
that a wishes b to adopt.  In other systems, the ideological content of a message could just as easily be a 
series of one or more propositions that a wishes b to believe, or a series of one or more orders that a 
wishes b to follow.  The only assumption we make in the course of this paper is that the difference 
between b's state before and after adoption is 1) knowable, and 2) quantifiable.  We will examine the 
ramifications of being able to know and quantify the consequences of adoption in a later section 
(Simple Actual Influence.)

Complex Potential Influence

The situation becomes more complicated when we examine the influence that agent a has on 
agent c, given that a and c might not be in direct communication with each other.  We will represent the 
social network that a and c belong to as a graph G, where the set of vertices V(G) are agents and the set 
of edges E(G) are directed links, e(x,y), from x to y, weighted by the level of simple influence between 
a and b.

We are now prepared to state our first social-level problems.



Social-Level Problem 1:
Given that we know the simple potential influence weight between any two adjacent nodes a and b in a 
social network graph G, can we determine the potential influence between two non-adjacent nodes a 
and c, given that there may be zero or more nodes between a and c, and that there may be multiple 
paths from a to c?

Supposing that a satisfactory method for measuring the potential influence between two non-
adjacent nodes can be determined, a second problem arises:

Social-Level Problem 2:
Given that we can determine the potential influence weight between any two adjacent or non-adjacent  
nodes in a social network graph G, can we locate the node or set of nodes that has a maximal potential  
influence on the rest of the network?  And what metric shall we use to judge maximal influence? 

We have been using the term “potential” influence because there exists an important distinction 
to be made between the degree of influence that an agent a can potentially exercise on another agent 
and the degree of influence that it actually exercises.  Dealing with the latter requires a metric for 
ascertaining the degree to which agent a effects a change upon b.  With this in mind, we define simple 
actual influence.

Simple Actual Influence

In order to measure actual influence, we define the state of b prior to the adoption of a message 
ci(a,b) as Si(b), whereas Si+1(b) denotes the state of b after the adoption of ci(a,b) (and prior to the 
adoption of ci+1(a,b).)  When determining actual influence, we are concerned with the following 
quantity:

∆Si = | Si+1(b) – Si(b) |

The reason for introducing this quantity can be illustrated by considering a situation where 
agent a has an extremely high potential influence, yet a only sends communications containing 
propositions so outlandish that no agents are willing to adjust their belief spaces.  Or consider a case in 
which a only sends communications that reinforce the prevailing views of the social network, resulting 
in little overall change in system state.  In the first case, agent a has the potential to effect a higher 
degree of social change  than it is currently effecting, by propagating more believable information 
across its social network.  In the second case, agent a has the potential to effect a higher degree of 
social change than it is current the effecting, by propagating more radical information across its social 
network.  In both cases, agent a has a capability to overcome the inertia of society but is not currently 
doing so.  We believe that the distinction between actual and potential influence is worth examining.

Complex Actual Influence

Just as simple potential influence is a measurement of how much one agent can influence an 
agent in its immediate social network, simple actual influence is a measurement of how much an agent 
actually influences an agent in its immediate social network.  In similar fashion, complex potential 
influence is a measurement of how much an agent can influence a member of its non-immediate social 
network, whereas complex actual influence is a measure of how much an agent actually does influence 
a member of its non-immediate social network.

Problems 3 and 4 are mathematically identical to problems 1 and 2, except that they pertain to 



actual influence:

Social-Level Problem 3:
Given that we know the simple actual influence weight (∆Si) between any two adjacent nodes a and b 
in a social network graph G, can we determine the actual influence between two non-adjacent nodes a 
and c, given that there may be zero or more nodes between a and c, and that there may be multiple 
paths from a to c?

Social-Level Problem 4:
Given that we can determine the actual influence weight (∆Si) between any two adjacent or non-
adjacent nodes in a social network graph G, can we locate the node or set of nodes that has a maximal  
actual influence on the rest of the network?  And what metric shall we use to judge maximal influence? 

Proposed Solutions:

Individual-Level Solutions
The method for simulating human-like decision-making shall be formalized with a form of logic 

such as fuzzy logic or predicate logic or as an extension to another model of agent decision making 
such as Markov Decision Process or Partially Observable Markov Decision Process. 

The model shall be verified by testing it on the “Ultimatum Game”. This game is well suited 
because it has been well researched by economists, psychologists and computer scientists. The game 
provides a scenario in which the rational decision often differs from that made by human subjects. 
Therefore allowing for our agents to make a decision that will differ from that of the rational agent. 
This game shall also allow direct comparisons with other models of human-like decision-making. If 
validation is achieved quickly enough and the results are satisfactory, then the proposed model shall 
also be validated on other versions of the “Bargaining Game” such as the iterated bargaining game, the 
shrinking cake game, and the auction game [1, 2].

Social-Level Solutions

Our first job is to define a metric or series of metrics for judging the potential 
influence that a has on b. The simple potential influence of a message from a to b is 
defined as

Pmessage(ci(a,b)) = Pr,message(ci(a,b)) ∙ Pa,message(ci(a,b))

where Pr,message(ci(a,b)) is the probability that the message ci(a,b) will be in the set R(a,b) – 
i.e. that the message will be received – and Pa,message(ci(a,b)) is the probability that ci(a,b) 
will be in the set A(a,b) – i.e. that it will be adopted.

Using the above, we can give two weights to the influence that a has on b.  The first 
is an average of the potential influence values of all messages sent from a to b:

AveragePotentialInfluencesimplea,b=
λ⋅ ∑

c∈C a,b
Pmessagec 

∣C a,b∣

where c is simply short for ci(a,b) and λ is a implementation-specific coefficient for 
adjusting the scale of the influence weight.  The second measurement is the probability 



that at least one message in the set C(a,b) will belong to A(a,b) after n communications of 
message c, given that Pmessage(c) remains constant:

Probabilityof Influencesimplea,b,n=1−1−Pmessagec
n

Now, by fixing the above probability at some constant, we can derive the metric that 
we will be using most often – the number of time steps required to ensure that the 
probability of at least one message will being adopted is greater than or equal to some 
fixed value (say, 50%):

nprobability=log1−Pmessagec
1−probability

Where probability is some desired probability that one agent will influence another. 
If we know that agent a's message c has a 10% probability of being adopted by b, and we 
want a's overall probability of influencing b to be 50% or more, then a will have to send n 
different messages of type c:

n.5=log1−.11−.5=6.57881348messages

The potential influence weight with which we will be most concerned during our 
graph theoretical research is the value n, representing how many messages are required 
before we can expect the potential influence from one agent to another to be above a 
certain probabilistic threshold.  Note that for this reason, lower weights indicate higher 
influence.

With these metrics defined, let us assume a system with the following properties:

1) A static social network called G.

2) A message c that all agents broadcast to all of their neighbors once per timestep.

3) A fixed desired probability of influence called probability.

4) A probabilistic-weight  pm,n for each directed edge em,n, such that pm,n = Pmessage(c(a,b)). 
Note: Although c is constant across the system we are defining,  pm,n may be different for 
each edge, depending on the relationship between a and b (because metrics that affect 
propagation/adoption probabilities – such as trust levels and intimidation factors – may 
differ for each pair of agents.)  

5) A time-weight calculated with the formula n = log1-pm,n(1- probability), representing the 
number of timesteps that must pass before the likelihood that the agent n has adopted the 
message c is equal to probability.

By holding constant the content of the message c, we are able to use the above 
method to generate probability-weights and time-weights for each edge in G.  The situation 
becomes much more complicated, naturally, when we consider systems with multiple 
message types, in which case the above method will generate misleading weight values. 
For example, if agents a and b exchange the message c whose contents are highly 
believable, the time-weight of the edge from a to b will be very low (indicating that the 



content will be quickly adopted); but if agents x and y within the same system exchange 
messages that are highly unbelievable, the time-weight of the edge from x to y may be 
extremely high.  And it would be nonsensical to compare the time-weight between the first 
pair of agents to the time-weight between the second pair of agents, since time-weights 
are only meaningful in relation to the message being sent.

Although many systems cannot be expected to contain agents that only attempt to 
propagate a single message, the method described above still stands to be extremely useful 
for two reasons:

1)  There exist systems, such as networks of disease vectors, that in fact can be expected 
to only propagate a single kind of message (in this case, a disease.)  And the time-weight 
along an edge from x to y  represents the amount of time before the likelihood of x's 
disease having been spread to y is above a certain threshold.  Administering vaccinations to 
individuals who are in the most immanent danger of spreading their disease could lead to 
efficient epidemic control methods.  Likewise, word-of-mouth marketing for some fixed 
product can potentially be modeled as a system in which only one kind of message is 
propagated from agent to agent.

2) Even in systems that have multiple message types, the above method can still be used to 
obtain a value or estimate of the weights of edges between all nodes:

A) In cases where the number of possible message types available to agents is a fixed 
and countable value, it may be tractable to generate time-weights based on 
performing the above analysis with each message type in turn and then averaging the 
corresponding time-weights generated in subsequent analyses (taking into account 
that not all messages are sent with equal frequency.)

B) In cases where the number of possible message types is infinite or uncountable, an 
estimated value of time-weights can be obtained by performing the above analysis a 
finite number of times with a random or non-random sampling of sendable messages, 
and averaging the corresponding time-weights generated in subsequent analyses.

Now, having a proposed a means of generating a graph with weighted edges, we 
intend to explore the following solutions to the four problems previously mentioned:

Proposed Solution to Problem 1
We propose to explore the hypothesis that an accurate measure of the potential 

influence that an agent can exercise on a non-adjacent member of its social network is 
equal to the sum of the time-weights of the shortest path from the first agent to the 
second agent.

Although this seems logical, we are interested in exploring whether this hypothesis 
holds in systems that allow for  such a high number of message types that does not allow 
for a tractable evaluation of the time-weights for all message types.  Also, we are 
interested in taking into account the complexities involved with systems in which messages 
are broadcasted, meaning that the adoption of a given message's content depends on 
multiple incoming relationships on the part of the recipient agent.

Proposed Solution to Problem 2



We propose to explore the hypothesis that the most potentially influential agent 
could be located by way of finding the time-weight-minimal spanning tree of a social 
network G and determining which root of the tree has the highest probability of 
propagating a message along the tree's branches to the largest number of other agents after 
a given number of time-steps.

Proposed Solution to Problems 3 and 4
It is likely that problems 3 and 4 can be collapsed into graph theoretical problems 

that are equivalent to problems 1 and 2 simply by multiplying the time-weight of an edge 
ea,b by the value ∆Si(b), generating a new weight that takes into account both the 
probability that b will adopt a fixed message c and the degree to which adopting that 
message will change b.

Alternatively, problem 4 can be tackled as a maximum flow problem in which the 
capacity across an edge is a measure of potential influence and the flow across an edge is a 
measure of actual influence.  The difference between capacity and flow across an edge ea,b 

would yield a value indicating the degree to which agent a is maximizing its potential 
influence.  Finding nodes that are maximizing their potential influence may 1) yield clues 
about the maximally influential agent in a network, and/or 2) be useful sites for focusing 
vaccination or marketing efforts in systems that seek to control disease or that seek to 
model marketing efficacy.

Experimental Domains

Individual-Level Domain
The experiment domain to be used for the validation of our human-like decision making model 

will be the Ultimatum Bargaining Game. There are many reasons for choosing this domain. First, the 
game has been well researched (references).  There is a great deal of experimental data available for 
tests run on human subjects. This is crucial for our method of validation by external verification. Lastly, 
experimental data from the game shows a strong trend in which the human test subjects consistently 
perform differently from the rational agent. Not only do the human test subjects perform differently but 
their decisions tend to fall within a narrow well defined range. This provides a very quantitative way 
for us to measure the success of our human-like decision making model.

The Ultimatum game is played between two agents. The Ultimatum Bargaining game is an 
extension to the Bargaining Game in which there is only one iteration. There is a quantity of money Q 
that is to be divided among two agents where both agents wish to maximize their amount of Q. Agent 1 
decided on a number x (x <= Q) where Agent 1 will receive amount x and Agent 2 will receive amount 
Q – x. Agent 2 then decides whether or not they will accept the division. If the agent accepts then they 
receive the specified amounts, if not then both agents receive 0 [2]. 

The equilibrium in this game occurs when x is the largest possible amount. If we assume that 
both agents are rational then Agent 2 will accept any amount over nothing. Therefore Agent 1 should 
pick an amount x that is as large as possible where Q – x > 0 in order to maximize the amount of Q 
they receive.

Experimental data from tests where human subjects are used has shown that humans often act 
irrational [1, 2].   These tests have shown that human subjects consistently pick an amount x that is 
40% - 60% of the amount of Q [2]. This provides us a narrow range of results to attempt to reproduce 
with out Agents that would be unattainable with rational agents.

The game shall initially be setup with two agents playing against each other. The 
agent assigned to player one will rotate each game. The agents will remember whom they 



are playing against, what value was proposed and whether or not the value was accepted or 
not. A set number of games, approximately ten thousand shall be played before results are 
recorded. This allows for the agents to “learn” the game. Variations of the experiment will 
include multiple agents who are randomly set up to play against each other each game, 
variations also games in which the agents can not remember who they are playing against.

Social-Level Domain

Our proposed testing domain for the social level is an extended version of the well-
known SugarScape simulation.  In the 'classical' version of SugarScape, the world is 
discretized by a grid that is populated by both autonomous, rational agents, and sugar—
their source of food.  At the time of their creation, agents have certain characteristics – 
sight distance and metabolism, for example, which determine how well they will compete 
with the other agents in the environment.  At each discreet timestep, an agent will observe 
the world around it to their maximum sight distance, and greedily pick the spot with the 
most sugar to devour.  Each step also depletes an agent of an amount of sugar defined by 
their metabolism.  Such a simple simulation can be quite useful for observing emergent 
properties of a self-serving society, and give us an insight into how society as we know it 
today truly developed.  In fact, SugarScape has been used as the primary modeling 
simulation in dozens of studies, most of which extended the capabilities of the agents to 
some degree in order to study a more complex scenario.  These studies have addressed 
much of human phenomena, including things like migration, pollution, reproduction, 
evolution, combat, disease transmission, and the development of culture.  In our case, we 
plan to utilize an expanded SugarScape environment to explore issues of trust and influence 
within social structures.  Our SugarScape agents will create social ties to one another based 
on channels of communication and spatial distribution and be capable of several actions, 
including eating or trading a variety of resources, fighting amongst one another, or mating 
with another agent.  When an agent executes an action, it will normally be accompanied by 
a change in the agents reputation in the mind of those who observe the action, and will 
therefore also represent a change in how easily others are influenced by the agent.  Each 
agent will also constantly attempt to influence everyone in his social network to act in a 
particular way – one which will present the most benefit for the agent himself.  We will 
then examine the results for any patterns with regard to emergent social influence 
hierarchies.  

Proposed Timeline

Week 3
Formalization of the human-like decision making technique will be completed.  Formalization 

of the graph theoretical model for determining the influence between adjacent nodes in the graph will 
be complete.

Week 4
Human-like decision making technique will be implemented. Proposed test domain will be 

implemented.  The SugarScape test domain will be ready to analyze the efficacy and predictive power 
of the mathematical model developed in the previous week.



Week 5
Human like decision-making technique will be tested and it’s results analyzed. Depending on 

the results the method will either be improved, or it shall be tested against another domain.  Various 
SugarScape-related experiments will be performed to rigorously test the mathematical model.  Both the 
simulation and the model will be adjusted as needed, ensuring that both are sound and correct in 
relation to each other.
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